Hello Judges

By Judge Rod Ring, (Ret.)
OBA/OHSO Judicial Outreach Liaison

LAST BUT NOT LEAST!
I hope that is true.

I will be presenting a session about the Oklahoma Bar Association/Oklahoma Highway Safety Office Judicial Education Project on Friday Morning, July 16th at the Summer Oklahoma Judicial Conference. It will be one of the last programs in a three day packed agenda. The program is “What is A Judicial Outreach Liaison and How Can they Help?” We will discuss the JOL program and the resources available to help judges with Impaired Driving Dockets. I hope to see you at the conference.

The State of Oklahoma Board of Tests for Alcohol and Drug Influence issued a ruing on Disposable Materials, Supplies and Paraphernalia on May 18, 2021, that should be helpful to judges. A full copy of the Declaratory Ruling is included below.

Also included is a Memo from Judge Neil Edward Axel, ABA National Judicial Fellow. He offers a summary of ethical opinions from seven states who have addressed the issue of judge's and Medical/Legalized Marijuana. Thank you to Judge Axel for allowing me to share this with you.

The National Judicial College is offering a course on Drugged Driving Essentials from November 2 to 4, 2021 in Reno. The course is Funded by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA). There is NO COST to eligible judges. Find out more about the course and how to register below.

Judges and Medical/Legalized Marijuana

This memorandum was originally written by Judge Neil Edward Axel, ABA National Fellow To the Regional and State Judicial Outreach Liaisons on June 28, 2021

Over the last few years, I’ve come across a number of ethics opinions that have addressed the use of medical or legalized marijuana. Although we don’t often talk about this aspect of legalization, sometimes it may be an interesting topic for discussion when you address judges of issues of legalization. As you know, 36 (+/-) States have authorized medical marijuana, and 34 States (+/-) have legalized or decriminalized the possession of marijuana. So, I thought I would reference the opinions that I’ve come across for you to use as you see fit:

Alaska Commission on Judicial Conduct Advisory Opinion 2018-01 (10/9/18):” As long as federal law criminalizes marijuana use, Alaska judges who choose to use marijuana will violate the Alaska Code of Judicial Conduct.” This view is notwithstanding the right to privacy provision of the Alaska Constitution that has been interpreted by the Alaska Supreme Court “to protect the right to

See MARIJUANA on Page 2
personal use of marijuana in the home.”

“The use of marijuana violates federal law and its use by a judge would reflect a lack of respect for the law by showing a selective attitude towards the law suggesting that some are appropriate to follow but others are not.”

California Judicial Ethics Formal Opinion 2017-010 (4/19/17): A judge may not have an interest in any cannabis-related business. An interest in a business involving the sale or manufacture of marijuana that is in compliance with state and local law is still in violation of federal law. “A violation of federal law violates a judge’s explicit obligation to comply with the law and is an activity that involves impropriety or the appearance of impropriety (Canon 2). Moreover, such extrajudicial conduct may cast doubt on a judge’s capacity to act impartially (Canon 4A(1)).”

Colorado Judicial Ethics Advisory Board Advisory Opinion 2014-01 (7/31/14): Under the Colorado Code of Judicial Conduct, judges shall comply with the law, with the limited and “unusual” exception for “a minor violation” of a criminal law. Possession of marijuana is not a minor violation under the Code of Judicial Conduct, so a judge’s personal use of marijuana violates the Code of Judicial Conduct.

Maryland Opinion 2016-09 (3/31/16): A judge may not apply for or receive a license to grow, process and dispense cannabis for medical purposes under Maryland’s medical marijuana law. The opinion noted that as long as “federal laws make the possession, use, manufacturing and/or distribution of marijuana (cannabis) illegal, a judicial [employee] may not participate in the growing, process, where sale and use of marijuana is lawful. [Note: it is not clear from the opinion where the company sells or plans to sell its marijuana.] This opinion distinguished an earlier opinion that a judge could be a shareholder or passive investor in an entity that was brokering cannabis licenses in other states. The opinion noted that the judge, could not, however, be a founder or involved in the active management of the entity. See New York Opinion 18-169.

Washington Judicial Ethics Advisory Committee Opinion 15-02: In this opinion, the Committee advised that a judge may not permit a court employee to own a medical marijuana business, even if the business fully complies with state laws and regulations, in light of the federal prohibition against the possession sale and distribution of marijuana.
The nation’s opioid crisis highlighted a persistent challenge for state courts: what to do with the massive number of non-violent drug offenders who find themselves in court. It also highlighted the need to provide additional training for those who work in the nation’s treatment courts.

NCSC’s Institute for Court Management has been working for a year and a half to create online courses to train judges, administrators and others who work in treatment courts.

“Treatment courts are a specialty court that doesn’t operate like a traditional criminal or civil court,” said Derek Felton, ICM’s director of Creative Learning Services. “People working in treatment courts need foundational knowledge to help them better understand the mission of treatment courts and the participants they will be working with.”

The work, done on behalf of the National Association of Drug Court Professionals and funded by the U.S. Justice Department’s Bureau of Justice Assistance, has so far involved creating interactive courses that focus on these 10 areas:

- Psychopharmacology
- Assessment & Treatment
- Co-Occurring Disorders
- PTSD
- Drug Testing
- Recurrence
- Confidentiality & Ethics
- Mentors in Veterans Courts
- Introduction to the Department of Veterans Affairs, and
- Military Culture

These courses are replacing a course ICM developed for NADCP in 2008 as well as several webinars used by the association, a training and advocacy organization for the treatment court model, which includes about 4,000 programs in every state, four territories and more than 20 countries.

“We want to empower every person working in treatment courts to continue to expand their knowledge and deepen their understanding of core principles and practices,” said NADCP Chief of Training and Research Carolyn Hardin.

Felton, who oversaw the creation of the courses, said ICM is also creating courses that cover seven of NADCP’s 10 Adult Drug Court Best Practice Standards. And ICM recently signed a new contract with NADCP to develop four courses to help treatment court law enforcement officers.

---

**Free Course for Traffic Court Judges**

The National Judicial College (NJC) is offering the following free course for traffic court judges with funding from NHTSA.

**DRUGGED DRIVING ESSENTIALS**

In-Person November 2-4, 2021

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

After this course, you should be able to describe the major classes of drugs and how they affect driving; discuss what a drug recognition expert (DRE) does, and how to qualify him or her as an expert; identify effective and efficient sentencing options; and prepare a legally sufficient order for continued court supervision.
STATE OF OKLAHOMA
BOARD OF TESTS FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG INFLUENCE
Post Office Box 36307
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73136-2307
Phone: (405) 425-2460  Fax: (405) 425-2490
www.bot.ok.gov

Dr. Kenneth E. Blick, Ph.D.
Chairman

Joshua Smith
State Director

DECLARATORY RULING OR OTHER ORDER
DISPOSABLE MATERIALS, SUPPLIES AND PARAPHERNALIA

Adopted May 18, 2021 Regular Board Meeting

Background:
The Oklahoma Department of Public Safety filed a petition for declaratory ruling\(^1\) with the Board of Tests State Director on October 9, 2020 via email and hand delivered the original notarized petition October 13, 2020. During its November 10, 2020 regular board meeting, the Board motioned and voted for the Director to notify interested parties and collect responses with a thirty (30) day deadline. All known interested parties were notified and given thirty (30) days to submit replies, arguments or information regarding the filed petition. After review of the responses received from interested parties, the Board, held a special virtual meeting on March 10, 2021. Comments were heard by all interested parties. The Board continued the matter to the next Board meeting due to technical audio and video issues. At its May 18, 2021 meeting, in accordance with the procedures in Board rule OAC 40:1-1-5, the Board voted to issue the following ruling or other order. The petition and responses received from interested parties concerned the amendments and revoked language in Title 40 of the Oklahoma Administrative Code related to disposable materials, supplies, and paraphernalia.

The Petition:
Excerpt taken from the received petition:
"The Department contends the disposable mouthpiece, as important as it may be, is not necessary to obtain a valid breath test from a subject. Specifically, the Department contends the purpose of the disposable mouthpiece is twofold:

1. To protect the breath test instrumentation from damage from vomitus, mucus, or other contaminants.
2. To protect breath test subjects from the spread of disease.

\(^1\) It is unclear whether the matter before the Board is properly a declaratory ruling or other order. Nevertheless, the Board is authorized by OAC 40:1-1-5 to issue “other orders . . . whether affirmative, negative, injunctive, or declaratory in form.” To the extent that this ruling or other order may be construed to be a rule that was not properly promulgated, both a declaratory ruling and “orders by an agency” are expressly excluded from the definition of “rule” in the Administrative Procedures Act. 75 O.S. § 250.3(17)(b) and (e).
Neither of these purposes have any effect on the validity of the breath test itself. Indeed, a valid breath test could be obtained without the use of a disposable mouthpiece. In the event a breath test were administered with no mouthpiece, there is no valid reason to believe the breath test result would be somehow effected by the lack of a mouthpiece.

Similarly, the Board’s existing operating procedure contains a provision regarding hard plastic items in a breath test subject’s mouth. Specifically, the operating procedures require the operator to “determine that the subject’s mouth has no presence of any substantial loose material(s), foreign substance(s), or any such substance. Metal, porcelain, or hard plastic need not be removed.” OAC 40:30-I-3(b) (emphasis added). This statement suggests hard plastic objects need not be removed from the mouth. In other words, hard plastic materials have no effect on the administration of a breath test.

This conclusion is supported by the rule-making record prepared by the Board in 2017. Therein, as previously described, the rules regarding disposable materials, including mouthpieces, were deemed “unnecessary”. If the rule regarding the approval of mouthpieces was unnecessary in 2017, the intervening years have not made it necessary. There has been no rash of breath tests administered without a mouthpiece. Law enforcement officers are trained to use a mouthpiece to protect the instrument and the test subject. The change to the rules has no practical impact on the administration of breath tests in Oklahoma.

Likewise, the Board demonstrated it had the capacity to determine whether a disposable item is necessary to the administration of a valid test. Specifically, in the same rule-making action, the Board adopted explicit language approving “10 milliliter (mL) glass vacuum tubes labeled by the manufacturer as containing 100 milligrams (mg) of sodium fluoride and 20 milligrams (mg) of potassium oxalate” for the collection of blood samples. Therefore, the Board was fully capable of, and competent to, revoke the rules approving some disposable materials (mouthpieces) and approving others (blood tubes). The distinction made by the Board in 2017 supports the contention that the rule revoking the approval of mouthpieces reflects the rule is no longer necessary.”

Findings of fact:

A review of the 2017 Board of Tests rule-making record clearly documents that the adopted rules were required to conform to the Court of Civil Appeals’ opinion in Sample v. DPS, 2016 OK CIV APP 62. In Sample, the Court of Civil Appeals held that the Board exceeded its authority by delegating the approval of disposable materials to its State Director. All administrative rules and actions regarding disposable materials previously approved by the State Director were affected by Sample. The potential inability to introduce evidential results into evidence in Oklahoma Courts caused by the resulting conflicting language would effectively shut down the State’s evidential breath and blood testing programs if not corrected. Language regarding disposable materials, supplies, and paraphernalia were moved to 40 O.A.C. 20-1-3 and all unnecessary language was revoked after full review and input from the Board members and staff. Emergency action was approved and taken on October 7, 2016 by the Board en banc during a Special Meeting and subsequently received gubernatorial approval on October 10, 2016. These amendments to the rules were approved and adopted again by the Board en banc February 28, 2017 with a proposed effective date of August 3, 2017 in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act. The final adoption occurred June 13, 2017 via Governor’s Declaration with a permanent effective date of September 11, 2017.

Conclusion:

The Board agrees that the mouthpiece is important, but it is important from a point of sanitation and protection from exposure to disease for persons being tested; it is not used for the protection of the breath sample. The Board affirms that the mouthpiece serves no scientific role
in determining or measuring alcohol in breath. The mouthpiece exclusively serves as a means of sanitation between multiple users of the instrument.

As cited in 47 O.S. § 759 (C) "The Board is authorized to prescribe uniform standards, conditions, methods, procedures, techniques, devices, equipment and records for the collection, handling, retention, storage, preservation and delivery of specimens of blood, breath, saliva and urine obtained for the purpose of determining the alcohol concentration thereof or the presence or concentration of any other intoxicating substance therein. The Board may take such other actions as may be reasonably necessary or appropriate to effectuate the purposes of Sections 751 through 761 of this title and Sections 301 through 308 of Title 3 of the Oklahoma Statutes, and may adopt, amend and repeal such other rules consistent with this chapter as the Board shall determine proper." The statute clearly states that the Board is authorized, not mandated, to prescribe uniform standards, devices, equipment, etc. and is statutorily authorized to repeal and amend rules to appropriately effectuate the purposes of 47 O.S. Sections 751 through 761 as the Board determines proper. The Board has adopted rules that scientifically effectuate the purposes of 47 O.S. Sections 751 through 761. Devices and equipment as statutorily listed are considered active components in chemical testing, for example, the breath alcohol simulator, Intoxilyzer 8000 or other breath analyzers, and reference alcohol solutions.

Disposable materials for blood and breath collection, such as the mouthpiece, syringe, or needle, do not play a scientific role in the measurement of blood or breath alcohol concentration and therefore, need no formal approval by rule. Oklahoma's bordering states; Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, and Texas have no mouthpieces approved in their administrative rules and have also adopted the same training practices. New Mexico is the only bordering state that has a rule approving mouthpieces in their administrative code as cited from NMAC 7.33.2.9 (H.) "Any disposable, individually wrapped, standard mouthpiece that is compatible with the Intoxilyzer 8000." New Mexico additionally cites in their definition NMAC 7.33.2.7 (W.) "Supplies - items that are used in the process of administering a breath or blood test but do not impact the test results, including but not limited to mouthpieces, and printer paper."

Dr. Kurt Dubowski was well aware of disposable mouthpieces and their function for breath testing instrumentation. Dr. Dubowski did not include mouthpieces when he published many articles including "Quality Assurance in Breath-Alcohol Analysis" Journal of Analytical Toxicology, Vol.18, October 1994, pp. 306-311, to his peers (excerpt cited) "Particularly important are the following necessary scientific safeguards as components of quality control: (a) a pretest deprivation-observation period of at least 15 minutes; (b) blank tests immediately preceding each breath-collection step; (c) analysis of at least duplicate breath specimens; and (d) a control test accompanying every subject test. These safeguards have withstood adversarial challenges in the judicial system for more than 30 years." A formal rule requiring approval of supplies or materials such as needles, syringes, mouthpieces, ink pens, printer paper, external printers, keyboard covers, etc. to be used with the approved breath testing instrument or blood collection process is unnecessary and plays no scientific role in the measurement procedure or quality assurance.

The same rule of practice is displayed by civil and criminal jury instructions when defining elements of a crime to a jury. The Board's rule amendments have defined the scientific elements required to collect blood and analyze a breath sample with accuracy as Dr. Dubowski has outlined. The rules adopted by the Board in 2016 - 2017 related to disposable materials, supplies, and paraphernalia in response to the Court of Civil Appeals' opinion given in Sample v. DPS do not require amendment.

Ruling/Order:

**Disposable materials used by qualified professionals in the capacity of their employment to withdraw/collect blood into Board approved vials is equivalent to the disposable materials an operator uses to collect breath. Such medical professionals or phlebotomists are trained to use and practice universal precautions while performing those tasks just as the Oklahoma Breath Testing Operator is trained and permitted to use**
and practice universal precautions to perform a breath test collection. The purpose of the mouthpiece exclusively serves as a means of sanitation between multiple users of the instrument.

The Board hereby informs all parties, regarding the Intoxilyzer 8000, that no particulate or foreign matter may enter the sample chamber and interfere with analysis. The Intoxilyzer 8000 has additional filtering components in multiple locations internally that prevent such matter from entering the testing chamber. Multiple instrument safeguards are also incorporated into the testing sequence to ensure the continued protection of the breath samples and the quality/accuracy of the test result.

Any party that claims analysis cannot be completed precisely without a mouthpiece is hereby informed that the instrument analyzes dry gas samples during the testing sequence without a mouthpiece and it also analyzes known alcohol reference solutions from simulators during maintenance without mouthpieces. For any party to take a scientific stance that the mouthpiece plays a role in scientific measurement stands against Dr. Dubowski's professional articles and scientific findings affirmed by other forensic colleagues.

The issue at hand does not appear to be an issue of failure to use a mouthpiece. The Board has not received any complaint from the public or legal community regarding an operator's failure to use a mouthpiece. The permitted operator is formally trained regarding the mouthpiece's role, proper mouthpiece use and sanitary practices. The use or non-use of a mouthpiece has no scientific weight or affect in the infrared measurement of ethanol as demonstrated by the dry gas calibration check and bench check report printed during maintenance. The use or non-use of a mouthpiece does not invalidate an otherwise valid test. The amendments, relocations, and revocation of Title 40 of the Oklahoma Administrative Code related to disposable materials, supplies, and paraphernalia is a reflection of this scientific conclusion and action that was taken by the Board in 2016.

Respectfully,

Board en Banc
Response Voted and Approved May 18, 2021 Regular Board Meeting
Oklahoma Board of Tests for Alcohol and Drug Influence

Affirmed Signatures:

Dr. Kenneth Blick  
Board Chair

Joshua Smith  
Director
The purpose of the State Judicial Outreach Liaison program administered through the Oklahoma Highway Safety office and the OBA is to increase judiciary knowledge of challenges in adjudication Impaired Driving cases. We do this through peer-to-peer judicial education, technical assistance and links to resources.

We try to review and distribute current research, data and information on evidence-based sentencing practices, DUI Courts, Ignition Interlocks, caselaw and offender assessment and treatment.

But we can't meet our goal without help from you. Please let us know about interesting issues, facts and arguments you have encountered in your courts. Share your successes and failures and tell us what you want to learn more about.